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Q. Please state your name and business address. 

A. My name is Mark Kinzle.  My business address is 3001 Grand Ave, Waukegan, 

Illinois 60085. 

Q. By whom are you employed? 

A. North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore”). 

Q.  What position do you hold with North Shore? 

A. I am the General Manager, District Field Operations. 

Q. What are your responsibilities in that position? 

A. I am responsible for all gas distribution utility field operations for North Shore 

including customer service, distribution system maintenance, and construction. 

Q. Please summarize your educational background and business experience. 

A. I graduated from Milwaukee School of Engineering with a Bachelor of Science in 

Electrical Engineering and from Roosevelt University with a Master of Business 
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Administration.  I have worked for Integrys Energy Group, Inc. and its utility subsidiaries, 

including The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”) and North Shore, 

for over 21 years and have held many positions with increasing responsibility within gas 

operations, including Manager of Gas System Support.  I assumed my current position 

in January 2013. 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to the Direct Testimony of Illinois 

Commerce Commission (“Commission”) Staff witness Matthew Smith.  Specifically, I 

respond to the factors that underlie his recommended civil penalty.  Peoples Gas 

witness Thomas Webb will describe Peoples Gas’s compliance organization and 

respond specifically to Mr. Smith’s recommendations. 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your testimony. 

A. Peoples Gas has made significant changes to the corrosion department and by 

the third quarter of 2012 had brought the corrosion department into compliance with the 

cathodic protection requirements at issue in this proceeding. 

Q. Do you have any attachments to your testimony? 

A. Yes,  there are three attachments,  

• PGL Exhibit (“Ex.”) 2.1:  the 2012 year end Safety Survey Report for corrosion  

outlining the year end status,  

• PGL Ex. 2.2:  2012 Ongoing Status Charts, and  

• PGL Ex. 2.3:  the March 31, 2013 Safety Survey Report for corrosion.  

Q. What was your role in addressing Peoples Gas’s corrosion (cathodic protection) 

compliance efforts? 
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A. I became the lead of the corrosion group in 2012 and implemented a number of 

changes to improve the timeliness of corrosion reads and remediation activities.  In 

addition, I implemented a number of metrics, training, and interfaces with other 

departments, described later in my testimony, to assure improvements in corrosion 

compliance are sustainable. 

Q. Mr. Smith, on pages 13-14 of his direct testimony, described what he believed 

were violations that are the basis for a recommended civil penalty.  Has Peoples Gas 

addressed the locations identified in his testimony and Staff Ex. 1.3? 

A. Yes, Peoples Gas had addressed all the locations identified in the testimony by 

September 27, 2012. 

Q. What is the recent and current status of Peoples Gas’s cathodic protection 

program? 

A. Peoples Gas’s cathodic protection program is in compliance with applicable 

requirements and has the processes in place to stay in compliance.  PGL Ex. 2.1, data 

as of December 31, 2012, and PGL Ex. 2.2, data for calendar year 2012, provide 

information about the 2012 corrosion surveys.  These exhibits show that only one 

required survey was not completed in 2012.  The customer would not provide access 

during the December holiday period, and Peoples Gas completed the survey in January 

2013 when the customer provided access.  Among other things, PGL Ex. 2.2 shows 

progress over the course of 2012.  PGL Ex. 2.3 provides the same information as PGL 

Ex. 2.1, but as of March 31, 2013.  PGL Ex. 2.3 shows no pending overdue surveys. 

Q. What steps did Peoples Gas take to improve its compliance with cathodic 

protection requirements? 
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A. The corrosion department focused on two areas for improvement.  The first area 

concerns the processes related to corrosion remediation.  The department held 

coordinated regular weekly meetings with each shop to review workload.  The 

department developed a shared reporting system to facilitate coordination of planning, 

permits, and execution of the work.  This coordination helped reduce the time to perform 

the corrosion remediation work.  We developed a customer communication letter 

program to help inform customers of the work that would be required and to help 

address access issues that we had encountered in the past.  The department made 

system improvements to help streamline our processes so that the corrosion 

technicians could spend more time on inspection and remediation activities.  These 

improvements occurred through automation of several steps in the process. 

The second major area for improvement was training and development.  The 

corrosion technicians and engineers in the department have attended NACE (National 

Association of Corrosion Engineers) training and certification courses. 

Q. When did Peoples Gas begin to implement these changes? 

A. There have been continuous improvements to the department, but the changes 

described in the previous answer began in July 2012. 

Q. Will Peoples Gas be able to sustain the changes you described? 

A. Yes, the processes that are in place are sustainable.  Mr. Webb addresses the 

organization changes that support sustainability. 

Q. Why should these changes give the Commission confidence that Peoples Gas 

will sustain its recent record of cathodic protection compliance? 
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A. The changes that we made in reporting, coordination, training, and quality 

assurance will ensure that the department will stay in compliance.  The other main 

change has been in the culture, with safety and compliance being our top two priorities.  

Additionally the compliance oversight and metric reporting by the compliance group led 

by Mr. Webb and field monitoring that the Monitoring Group performs provide assurance 

of sustainable compliance. 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 

A. Yes. 


